
From Human Solutions to Program Solutions 1.  

Computational Thinking, Creativity and Pedagogy in Programming  

The Knight’s Tour 

Finding human solutions to a problem, sometimes provides a basis for, or serves as a 
pointer to, devising and implementing algorithms for program solutions, which can in 
turn lead to solution strategies for program solutions to more complex problems 

The recent CAS Tenderfoot program proposed ‘the simple knight’s tour  for secondary 
teachers and their pupils as a productive, fertile exercise in the computational thinking 
necessary to look at human solutions.  In this first article we run with the idea, using 
guided discovery and enquiry based learning as a basis for discussion, in which 
teachers and pupils can attempt to find a variety of human solutions to this and related 
problems. We show how a simple model of computational thinking, including creativity, 
heuristics, symmetry, induction, and deduction, underpins this approach while using 
problem representations on  click/touch screens of interactive game boards,  diagrams, 
and some ideas from graph theory. 

 In the discussions in the follow up article, we will look further into the human solutions 
we have developed with a view to transform them where possible into program solutions 
for the knight’s tour and for more general problems. This will require a basic knowledge 
of Python programming. We will introduce data structure representations for: lists, 
stacks, arrays, trees and graphs, and programming with non-trivial recursion. No 
previous knowledge of these concepts is assumed. 

The Problem Stated 

A  knight is placed on the board (Figure 1(a)) at position 1, and we are asked to find if 
there is a sequence of chess ‘knight’ moves, which will take the knight around the 
board: 1. So that it visits each of the other 11 numbered squares once only (the open 
path solution); 2. and returns to the starting position 1 in one more final move (the 
closed path solution). 

A  Working Model of Computational Thinking (CT) 

We use a simplified Model of Computational Thinking in relation to Algorithms and 
Programming: (ADAGE) 

 Algorithmic Thinking — thinking through the steps required to solve a problem 

 Decomposition — breaking a larger problem down into smaller pieces. 

 Abstraction — reducing complexity by using or creating tools or models. 

 Generalisation — adapting solutions so that they can be used to solve a wider 
range    of problems. 
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 Evaluation — assessing whether a program or technique works correctly and 
efficiently. 

Together with a reliance on creativity, symmetry and pattern recognition, induction, 
deduction and heuristics in problem solving. 

  

 

Figure 1(a).  KT_App: knight's tour board 1-12. Click on square 
to move knight around the board. 

Trail so far 1,9,3... next move dashed in blue: 2 or 11. Go for 2 
and remember/save 11? 

 Download KT_App from ispython.com/repository-kt. 

 

 

Figure 1(b). Symmetry in the board at half-way i.e. 6 moves. 
The next move is to 12.  In what way does square 12 ‘mirror’ 
or reflect square 1 in board symmetry?. Given the sequence 

from 1, 9, 3, … 6 can you use symmetry to predict the 
sequence of moves from 12 back to 1? When 1 9, 

correspondingly 12 ? 

 

 

 

Solutions: Open and Closed 

Can we find a solution? Can we find solutions to 1 and 2? (creativity and algorithmic 
thinking).  To familiarise ourselves with the process, we might try to solve a 
simpler/partial but related problem (decomposition): e.g. looking for shorter tours 
starting at, and returning to, square 1,  after visiting a sequence of squares once only. 
For example: 1, 6, 12, 7, 1.This is a closed path of length 4. How many different paths 
are there of length 4 starting at 1?  Are there closed paths of length 5, 6, … , 13? How 
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many in each category? How do we keep track of different solutions? Does the 
algorithm we use give us the answers to the problems we pose? (evaluation). 

Can we (generalise) the problem: to find all possible knight's tours, open and closed, 
from all starting points on the board? Will our human solution help us to solve both 
knight's tour problems on a bigger board, say a 5x5 or an 8x8 chess board? Is it 
possible to devise a human solution that finds all solutions on a bigger board say 5x5? 
Can we devise tools/approaches/arguments, which hide detail, but help us to 
derive/count more solutions? (abstraction). Finally, can we devise a program solution 
to the simpler problems to help us deal with related problems of increasing complexity? 
Will the extended problems be too complex for our human solutions? We first look at a 
number of head on human approaches to the simple knight’s tour. 

Using the Board Directly 

We can tackle the problem with a made up board, a make-do knight, and pen and paper 
to record our moves. Or use the KT_App (download from 
www.ispython.com/repositorykt,  and run as a python program ), shown in Figure 1,  
designed to facilitate the process of constructing and recording a trail of legitimate 
knight moves on the board. We can start with a trial-and-error approach (induction) 
looking out for symmetry and pattern. If we find a solution, or several, how do we take 
steps to make sure we have found all solutions? Starting at square 1, our first move 
takes us to 6, 9, or 7 and we could try to exhaust all possible paths for each of these 
three squares with three possible sets of solutions. 

Open Knight’s Tour and Related Trails: Some Thoughts and 
Deductions as We Go 

 We notice that the ‘board’, Figure 1, is not the full 4x4 squares board, but is made up of 
a symmetric pattern of a cross of 12 squares. And the knight’s move is a reversible one; 
and therefore a trail of knight’s moves is reversible. So one closed solution from square 
1 immediately gives us another, by reversing the sequence. Does symmetry or pattern 
in the problem help us? Is there symmetry in the closed path 1, 6, 12, 7, 1 mentioned 
above? Can we see its symmetry on the board?  

Binary Trees  

Say from 1 we choose 6 as our first move. After that, we are faced with two possibilities: 
going to 8 or going to 12; we discount going back to 1 because it is a square already in 
the trail. In fact, for all succeeding squares on our trail, we are faced with  

(a) no possible moves,  
(b)  only one possible move which we take, 
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(c)  two possible moves, one we move to, and the other we save/remember.  

You may recognise this structural description as a binary tree, a recursively defined 
structure in which each descendant node is again a binary tree with the same three 
options (a), (b), and (c). See Figures 2 and 5. This reveals the structures stemming 
forward from 6, 7 and 9 as binary trees. And our problem in solution (and 
programming) terms for the open tours then becomes: how to find and traverse 
these binary trees from their roots. The closed tours are the open tours which can 
return to square 1 in one more final move.  

A move to a square is only possible to follow and add to our trail, if that square is not 
already listed in the trail, otherwise we are visiting a square twice. Tracking back to 
other possible moves we have not taken but remembered at a juncture on the trail, 
when/if we come to a dead end, (as in option (a)), or end a successful trail, enables us 
to look at all possible trails. For example, if we follow 1, 6, 8… we must take note that 
there are other possible paths that start 1,6,12… if we are to investigate all possible 
paths. We need to save/remember the other path, whenever we are faced on our trail 
with two or more possible moves (as in option (c)), see Figure 2. 

2.  Using a Numeric Data Structure to Find a Human Solution 

This approach, Figure 3, may give us a solution, and it may hold the key to finding all 
human solutions for the simple knight’s tour. More importantly for our purposes, 
because it presents the problem structure as an array or list of numbers, it may lead us 
to a way to program a solution. Further, we may be able to generalise this structure for 
bigger boards. However it doesn’t seem to give us any clues about portraying the 
symmetry of solutions, which might reflect the symmetry of the board and the symmetry 
of the knight’s move. It certainly offers an approach with paper and pencil, which, with 
patience, should yield some results.  

If we were to generalise to the full 16 squares of the 4x4 board, how would the structure 
we would draw up for this board differ from Figure 3? And again for the 25 squares for a 
5x5 board? Would this method be effective for a human solution to these extended 
problems? 
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Figure 2. Pursuing a trail from 1, 6:  1, 6, 8, 2, 3, 9 (we meet a dead end, level = 6), while remembering trails passed on the way by 
pushing them onto a stack. Next trail is 1, 6, 8, 2, 3, 11…(node 11 and level 6 are taken from the top of the stack  as the next move 
from node 3, and removed from the stack). What happens next? 

By stacking the nodes, and picking up from the top of the stack, (last in, first out) and resetting the trail with the level on the stack, we 
are driving to complete a deeper  search and therefore the possibility of a 12 level open solution, before moving horizontally across 
the tree. 
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Figure 3. Trail from square 1, hitting a dead end at square 9, backtracking to 11, saving square 10, and following 
on to square 5:   0, 1, 6, 8, 2, 3, 11, 5… level = 7. 
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3. Representing the Problem as a Graph. 

A graph (from graph theory, an area of discrete mathematics) is a set of nodes 
(points) together with the set of edges joining the points. We might be tempted to 
draw the structure which illustrates the potential moves of the knight as a graph, 
where the numbered squares on the board are the numbered nodes and the 
edges are lines joining nodes which represent knight possible moves. In order to 
draw the graph to represent possible knight's moves on the board we start at 1, 
join it to 6, 7, 9; and then from 6 to 8 and 6 to 12 and so on.  Our graph could be 
made to look like the drawings in Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4. Constructing a graph corresponding to the Simple Knight’s Tour. By repositioning nodes and edges we can achieve a 
graph that illustrates the symmetry of the structure. It is then more evident that a solution starting 1, 6, 8… for example, arguing 
from symmetry, has a corresponding solution starting 1, 7, 5… 

In this graph in Figure 4, which represents the moves possible for a knight on the board, 
the graph can be drawn in any way we like as long as it preserves the connections 
between the nodes (squares). The final drawing in Figure 4, lays out the symmetrical 
structure of the problem of the simple knight’s tour. We may hope that symmetry will 
figure in the solution structure also.  Figure 5 is the same graph embedded on a sphere 
which serves to highlight in a slightly different way, the symmetry of the structure (how 1 
and 12 correspond, for example) and lends itself to using symmetry in counting all 
possible solutions. It is evident that the solutions derived from the symmetrical graph 
are likely to be more accessible to a human. Using the graph representation, it may be 
easier to find a human complete solution to both problems, and it may point the way to a 
data structure representation (triple numbers for each node) and so form the basis for a 
program solution. 
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Closed Knights Tour problem: Beginnings, Endings and Symmetry 

We can just get on with the head on approach, or use some logical thinking based on 
the symmetry of the graph in Figure 4. And in the case of the closed tours we may use 
our knowledge about starting and finishing to refine our approach by looking at some of 
the properties of the knight’s move and the paths built through a succession of moves. 

Some Deductions: In the closed problem we have knowledge of the last move as well 
as the starting move, which must be through 9, 6 or 7 to return to 1. We put these 
thoughts as questions: If my path starts out with 9, why can’t I finish through 9 to 1? 
Similar reasoning for 6 and 7. Further, if my path starts with 6, why can’t it finish through 
7 to 1 and similarly starting on 7 can’t finish through 6 to 1? So paths starting at 9 finish 
through 6 or 7 to 1. Paths starting at 6 or 7 finish through 9 to 1. These logical 
deductions, give us a simple heuristic to help us as we move: avoid visiting the finishing 
square if available as a move earlier on in the path. 
Since we know about the beginnings and endings, we could try a strategy of starting 
from the beginning and, because the knight’s move is reversible, starting from the 
ending of a path to see if there is a possible meet-up point half way. See Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5. Half trails starting at 1, 6 and 1, 9. The nodes 5, 12, 8 at Level =7, are possible link-ups. One solution (no re-occurring 
nodes in linked up halves, and each node visited once): 1,6,8,2,10,4,12,7,5,11,3,9,1. To complete all closed solutions from square 1, 
draw the half-tree starting 1,7, … and again look for linking half  trails from 1, 9, 3, … 

Symmetry in Solutions 

A knight’s move is reversible. And consequently a closed solution, a loop, is reversible 
too, and therefore presents another closed solution. Every knight’s move on the board is 
an equal distance on the board. So if we find a closed solution, maybe a useful 
representation for the solution structure would be as a loop, with the nodes equally 
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spaced on a circle as a dodecagon Figure 6(a) or equally spaced as a 12 point star 
(dodecagram) Figure 7(a). 

  

Figure 6(a) Closed solution 1, 6, …, 9, 1  from square 1 
symmetrically arranged in a regular  dodecagon as a loop 
on a circle. This representation of a solution structure 
preserves the equidistance in the moves. (And gives us 
two closed solutions and two open solutions from every 
square on the board). 

 Figure 6(b) Another solution 1, 7, …, 9, 1 from square 
1 traces out a symmetric shape imposed on the solution 
layout of 6(a). This solution does not reflect 
equidistance in the moves and has crossing points 
which are not nodes. However, it is in fact equivalent to 
a regular polygon shape solution 1, 7, …, 9, 1 in Figure 

  

Figure 7(a) Solution 1,6, …, 9, 1 arranged  in a 12 
point star with nodes above equally spaced in a star 
(dodecagram) on a circle with a dodecagon in the 
centre. This solution graph is symmetrical with 
intersections that are not necessarily nodes. 

Figure 7(b) Solution 1, 7, …, 9, 1 is superimposed on the 
solution structure in 7(a). A symmetric representation with a 
regular central octagon. Again this can open out into a 
regular polygon solution like 7(a). Not all adjacent nodes are 
equally spaced and again there are intersections in this 
solution graph which are not nodes. 
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Figure 8(a) Symmetric complete graph of the 
kt_problem structure, with one closed solution 
1,6,8,…,1 equi-spaced on a dodecagonas in Figure 
6(a) and the remaining joining edges filled in. 

Figure 8(b).  Symmetric complete graph of the kt  
problem structure, with one closed solution 1,6,8,…,1 
equi-spaced on a star (dodecagram) and the remaining 
joining edges filled in, which includes crossing points 
which are not nodes, for solutions in 7(a),(b). This 
representation does not have equidistance between all 
nodes connected by a single move. E.g. (1,7) is not 
equal to (1,6) although 6 and 7 are both adjacent to 1.  

 

Follow Up Questions  

1. Using the KT_App, construct a 6 move symmetric pattern, as in Figure 1(b) 
starting 1, 9, …, 7 and use the symmetry to continue from  12, …, 1 

2. Repeat the procedure in Q.1 starting  1, 6,…, 9,  
3. Repeat the procedure in Q.1 starting  1, 7,…, 9,  
4. Using the KT_App and using symmetry, starting at square 12, repeat the 

procedure in Q.1 and find a closed tour from square 12. 
5. Hence, since a closed tour is a loop, which includes all squares, what can you 

deduce about the number of closed tours starting at a particular square in 
relation to tours starting at another square.  

6. Construct a representation for the simple knight’s tour in which the distance 
between nodes is the same for each knight’s move. You may want to construct 
your representation in 3-dimensions. 

7. Construct the half trail knight’s tour starting from 1, 7. As in Figure 5. Hence 
find all possible solutions to the knight’s tour, open and closed, which start from 
square 1. 

8. From 5, therefore, how many closed tours are there in total for all squares on 
the board. 

9. Draw the loop and star layout corresponding to Figures 6(a) and 7(a) for a 
solution starting 1, 7, … 9, 1. Would you expect to have similar drawings as in 
Figures 6(b) and 7(b) when you trace out a solution for 1, 6, … 9, 1 on your 
layout? 
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10. In Figure 9, does the graph on the left contain all solutions, open and closed of 
the knight’s tour from square 1?  Draw the similar trees starting at 1, 6, … and 
1, 7, … to check for yourself. 

11. If you are able to find how many open and closed solutions there are from the 
square labelled 1 in Figure 1, can you deduce how many solutions there are 
starting from the other edge squares 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12? 

12. How many solutions, if any, are there, open and closed, starting from the 
central square 4? Use any of the three approaches described above which 
work best for you, or otherwise. How many solutions are there starting from the 
other interior squares 5, 8, 9?  

13. How many solutions, open and closed, are there in total for the knights tour 
starting from every point on the board? 

14. Can you make a start at constructing a program solution? 
15. Draw, using a pencil, ruler/compass and protractor 

(a) A regular 12-sided polygon 
(b) A regular 12-sided star 
(c) Draw the circle which passes through the 12 sided polygon 

(dodecagon).(****difficult) 
16. Write a program in Scratch or Python to tackle Q.13, (download Action 

Geometry – Polygons and Stars ) from ispython.com/repository-2/ 

Knight’s Tour on 4x4 Board with 16 Squares  

17. We consider a 4x4 chess board with all 16 squares numbered starting top left 
with square 1. Using the sort of arguments/deductions we used previously 
about starting and finishing, or otherwise, can you show why there is no closed 
knight’s tour starting from square 1 on this board  taking in all 16 squares? 
(You need only to consider the squares that link with 1 and 16). What further 
deductions can you make about the closed knight’s tour from other squares on 
this board? (you can use kt_app2 when it is ready) 

18. What is the longest path from square 1 on this board?  
19. Is there a longer path from another square? 
20. Is it easier in the long run to write a program solution when you have a lot of 

questions to answer? 

Knight’s Tour on 5x5 Board with 25 Squares 

21. How would you tackle the knight’s tour on a 5x5 chess board with 25 squares? 
(a) For a human solution use any approach (including kt_app3 when ready)    
(b) For a program solution 

22. Write a program in Scratch or Python to draw regular polygons and regular 
stars with (a)  25 sides (b) n sides  
(download Action Geometry – Polygons and Stars) from spython.com/repository-2/ 

http://ispython.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/A-Action-Geometry-Polygons-and-Stars.zip
http://ispython.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/A-Action-Geometry-Polygons-and-Stars.zip
http://ispython.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/A-Action-Geometry-Polygons-and-Stars.zip
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In our next article, we discuss answers to the follow up questions, and approaches 
to program solutions to the simple knight’s tour problem in Python 3, and 
extensions of the problem to larger chess boards. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. The graph on the left records all the open and closed knight’s tours starting 1, 9, 3, …Does it do more than this? The graph on the right is 
embedded on a sphere which illustrates again the symmetry of the problem structure and indicates the first moves of some symmetric solutions 
starting at 1, 9, 3… 


